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July 19,2005 

The Honorable Samuel Knox Skinner 
BRAC Commission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
hlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Skinner: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. Furing the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Infonnation supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready lo 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

Sincerely, 

SUSANM. COLLINS 
h t e d  States Senator 

ted States Represents 

( l / h t e d  States Senator I 

Vnj ted  States Senator I 

iG&a . 
THOMAS H. ALLEN 
unit+ States Representative 

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON WCYCLEO PAPER 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretam Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work fiom the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own figures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. N-0055 was the DOD scenario for the reaIignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). That is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July G hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FY2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited h s  reduction as creating excess capacily to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less tlian 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especia1Jy given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 201 9. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit lime. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in ehc loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homqorted 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing fiture uncedainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-51 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, Perry Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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July 19,2005 

General Sue Ellen Turner 
BRAC Commission 
52 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Turner: 

On July 18, the Commission held an infannational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
,@.ited States Senatoq 

nited States Representati 

u n i t e d  States Senator 

THOMAS H. ALLEN 
United States Representative 

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretav Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work from the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own fi,oures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. IND-0055 was the DOD scenario ior the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth page DON-24). That is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack snbmarines 

Resnonse: Wrong. First, Navy indicated Ihe FY2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. la November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FV2006 Force Structure Plan was 
rcviscd to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as oreating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 201 9. 

ADM Willard: IfPearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Res~onse: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time eom one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Res~onse: Misleading. Porlsmouth's efficimcies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a hi&a ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Resuonse: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing future uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private - 

shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth worlw on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong- Portsmouth can maintain and homcport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, P m y  Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and honeport all U.S. Coast Chard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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July 19,2005 

General Lloyd Newton 
BRAC Commission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Newton: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statement!; about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

I 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
ted States Senator 

THOMAS H. ALLEN 
United States Representative 

Enclosure 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretarv Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level worlc from the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD 's 
own figures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. ND-0055 was the DOD scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). Thai: is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most oost effective option. 

ADM Willard; infrastructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FU2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56.  Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent rtduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 20 1 9. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing future uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs call be accosnmodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DClD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or includeti under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Resuonse: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homcport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, Perry Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Sbip; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 



General James T. Hill 
BRAC Commission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Hill: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
H t e d  States Senator 

D GREGG n 
p d  States Senator 

2=c e TI1 MASH. ALLEN 
United States Representative 

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretarv Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard woluld drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by face. Realjgnrneni of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-tem depot-level work from the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own figures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. MD-0055 was the DOT) scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That i s  a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). That is belore 
taking into account any of the problems noted uith DOD's C f I B M  analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the. July G hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on forlce level of 56 attack submarines 
I 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the F1t2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
IT2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less &an four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force: level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 2019. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] I 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time &om one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If d l  Pearl Harbor holmepoded 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed a.1 Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmout11's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
I 

capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. h reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing hture uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cmlot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
hmdles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, P q  Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and horneport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platfonns (it is 
cmently homeport to three US. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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July 19,2005 

The Honorable James V. Hansen 
BRAC Commission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Hansen: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration: 

Sincerely, . 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
United States Senator 

ted States Representat 

Enclosure 

p i t e d  States Senator 

M t e d  stat& Senator 

United States Representative 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretan Wynne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by fact.. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work fiom the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own figures, the redigtment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. IND-0055 was the DOD scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The fmal COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). That is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: inf?astructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

R ~ s D o ~ s ~ :  Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FY2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Stmcture Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-5 6 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 20 19. 

ADM Willard: EPearl Harbor docs not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Tllogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
paiod, the inefficiencies of thc other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeportecl 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Resuonse: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis' is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: fkcing fbture uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Resvonse; Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-51 
destroyer, Aegis Gisers, Perry Class Frigates, and the httoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); oan modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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July 19,2005 

Admiral Harold W. Gehman, Jr. 
BRAC Coinmission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Gehman: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment lis~. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
*United States Senator 

ted States Represent 

Enclosure 

PAINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 

v n i t e d  States Senator 

M t e d  stat& Senator 

United States Representative 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretarv Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Resnonse: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work fiom the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmo~~tlth). According to DOD's 
own figures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor wodd save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. MD-0055 was the DOD scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA run for IIND-0055 showed a predicted W V  savings of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). That is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: inl?astructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

Res~onse: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FY2005 Force Slructure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told IJCS G submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 2019. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time fiom one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOB were pe r fmed  at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occut until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranlung than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, thcre is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing future uncertain,ties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under dosure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workIoad growth, there is insufficimt capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. I 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and horneport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegs cruisers, Perry Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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July 19,2005 

Mr. Philip E. Coyle 
BRAC Commission 
52 1 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissioner Coyle: 

On July 18, the Commission held an infornational hearing on installations to be 
oonsidered for addition to the base closure and reali,pnent list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supportiug 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

JDD GREGG m 
SUSAN M. COLLINS 
United States Senator 

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON RECVCLED PAPER 

u n i t e d  States Senator 

'ETilited States Senator 

THOMAS H. ALLEN 
United States Representative 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 bearing 

Secretary Wvnne: realigning Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work fiom the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own figures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. IND-0055 was the DOD scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA rum for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1 .B billion and a three year payback That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DON-24). That is belore 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FY2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DODYs 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told UCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 20 19. 

ADM Willard: Lf Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, 'Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and ux~supported conclusion. Transit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Por@mouthts efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operationaI availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pe-arl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Rcs~onse: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. Xn reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing hture uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Uxxsuppofled by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-51 
destroyer, Aegis misers, Peny Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 



July 19; 2005 

The Honorable Anthony J. Principi 
Chairman, BRAC cornkission - 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Chairman Principi: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We off@ to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration. 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
N t e d  States Senator 

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 

C/vnited States Senator 

F& 
THOMAS H. ALLEN 
United States Representative 
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Maine-New Hampshire Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretw W-e: realigmng Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Reswonse: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term dcpot-level work &om the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own fi,oures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. IND-0055 was the DOD scenario for the realignment of 

- Pearl. The final COBRA run for IND-0055 showed a predicted NPV saviugs of 
$1.8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 50 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth page DON-24). That is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

-, 

ADM-Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on force leveI of 56 atlack submarines 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the IT2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told WCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than four 
shipyards. When was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a level of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, oiu analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 201 9. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Transit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than compensates for the transit time. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of the other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 

year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Bortsnouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" wid1 creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur imtil2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Response: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insuficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing fi~t~ue uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on'only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, Peny Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 
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The Honorable James H. Bilbray 
BRAC Commission 
521 South Clark Street 
Suite 600 
Arlington, VA 22202 

Dear Commissionex Bilbray: 

On July 18, the Commission held an informational hearing on installations to be 
considered for addition to the base closure and realignment list. During the hearing, 
Defense Department witnesses made several statements about the Portsmouth Naval 
Shipyard that we believe are in need of clarification or correction. 

We offer to you the attached critique of those statements. Information supporting 
our points has already been provided to the Commission. As always, we stand ready to 
answer any questions you may have. 

Thank you for your consideration 

SUSAN M. COLLINS 
Uited States Senator 

b k t e d  States ~ e ~ r e s e n t a t i v u  

Enclosure 

PRINTED ON RECYCLED PAPER 

/ /united States Senator 

United States Representative 
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Maine-New ~ a m ~ s h i r e  Delegation 

Responses to Defense Department claims made at July 18 hearing 

Secretaw W w e :  realiping Pearl Harbor Shipyard would drastically reduce savings 

Response: Unsubstantiated by facts. Realignment of Pearl Harbor would move 
long-term depot-level work from the least efficient shipyard and concentrate such 
maintenance at the most efficient shipyard (Portsmouth). According to DOD's 
own fi,gures, the realignment of Pearl Harbor would save more money than the 
closure of Portsmouth. IND-0055 was the DO13 scenario for the realignment of 
Pearl. The final COBRA IUII for TND-0055 showed a predicted NPV savings of 
$1 -8 billion and a three year payback. That is a 5 0 percent greater savings than 
DOD claims it would save by closing Portsmouth (Page DoN-24). Thai: is before 
taking into account any of the problems noted with DOD's COBRA analysis of a 
Portsmouth closure. Testimony prepared for the July 6 hearing, but blocked by 
DOD intervention, supports position that keeping Portsmouth open and realigning 
Pearl is most cost effective option. 

ADM Willard: infrastructure analysis was based on force level of 56 attack submarines 

Response: Wrong. First, Navy indicated the FY2005 Force Structure Plan was 
55 submarines, not 56. Second, this claim is contradicted by DOD's 
deliberations. In November 2004, Navy told IJCSG submarine workload per 
FY2005 Force Structure Plan (55 subs) couldn't be executed with less than fow 
shipyards. Wben was evaluated against the FY2006 Force Structure Plan was 
revised to show a 18 percent reduction in the attack submarine force by 2024. 
Navy cited this reduction as creating excess capacity to allow for closure of a 
shipyard. Thus, the analysis was done against a levcl of less than 55-56 
submarines. Even so, our analysis shows there is insufficient excess capacity 
among shipyards, especially given that the force level remains at approximately 
55 submarines through 201 9. 

ADM Willard: If Pearl Harbor does not do depot work, Navy must buy more subs 
[implied, to account for transit time] 

Response: Illogical and unsupported conclusion. Trrulsit time from one coast to 
the other is 14-29 days. Portsmouth repairs submarines 3-6 months faster than 
Pearl Harbor, which more than co'mpensates for the transit tjme. In the last five 
years, Portsmouth's efficiencies have resulted in the equivalent of adding one 
year's worth of submarine operational availability to the fleet. Over the same 
period, the inefficiencies of [he other three yards have resulted in the loss of two 
year's worth of operational availability. If all Pearl Harbor homeported 
submarines requiring an EOH were performed at Portsmouth Naval Shipyard, that 
would equate to one round trip per year for 15 years. 
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ADM Willard: Portsmouth has been credited with its reduced operating costs. 

Response: Misleading. Portsmouth's efficiencies were not included in COBRA 
model. DOD "struggled" with creating efficiency metric, but gave up. With 
efficiencies included, closure payback period doesn't occur until 2042. 
Portsmouth's performance was calculated in military value score (which earned it 
a higher ranking than Pearl Harbor). 

ADM Willard: looking out 25 years, one shipyard can be closed, we have excess 
capacity. 

Rewonse: Inaccurate and wrong. BRAC analysis is in a 20 year window, not 
25. In reality, there is insufficient excess capacity among shipyards. 

ADM Willard: facing future uncertainties, such as Chinese fleet build up, there is 
additional capacity out there, and any additional subs can be accommodated. 

Response: Unsupported by facts. Certified DOD data show shipyards operating 
at 95 percent capacity under closure, leaving minimal capacity for surge. Adding 
historical 14 percent workload growth, there is insufficient capacity. Private 
shipyard capacity cannot be analyzed or included under BRAC law. 

ADM Willard: Portsmouth works on only one platform (submarines), while Pearl Harbor 
handles all kids of surface ship work as well. 

Response: Wrong. Portsmouth can maintain and homeport the DDG-5 1 
destroyer, Aegis cruisers, Perry Class Frigates, and the Littoral Combat Ship; can 
modernize, maintain and homeport all U.S. Coast Guard maritime platforms (it is 
currently homeport to three U.S. Coast Guard cutters); can modernize, maintain, 
and repair SSBNs and SSGNs; and can build and maintain deep submersibles and 
SEAL delivery vehicles. 




